Abstract: This paper investigates the role of portfolio assessment in LSP university courses. It also explores possibilities of integrating this type of (self-)assessment in the course development stage. Informed by needs analysis, portfolio assessment may serve as a proper tool for evaluation of language skills of LSP course participants, since it encourages task based learning as well as collaborative learning.

Portfolio is seen as a collection of students’ papers, assignments and tasks which illustrates students’ efforts, achievements and success in mastering Business English on core curriculum. It is a student-centred activity since it involves students in choosing and selecting materials, their self-reflection and self-assessment over time. It promotes the value of self-assessment, which has not been acknowledged in assessment practices in formal education yet. The second stage of portfolio assessment is provided by the lecturer.

This paper aims to provide reasons for introducing portfolio assessment as a bridge between students’ self-assessment and formal assessment done by the lecturer. Moreover, it outlines the portfolio framework and its development in terms of its application in courses designed for students of banking. The paper further presents the results of the research into the effects of portfolio assessment among students conducted at the Belgrade Banking Academy.
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Introduction

LSP course development at tertiary level is a complex process consisting of situational needs analysis, defining course objectives, syllabus design, lesson planning and course evaluation. In this paper the situational needs analysis and defining course objectives are briefly outlined. Greater emphasis is placed on the assessment processes.

Evaluation and assessment of language competence at LSP courses keep provoking interest of linguists, language teachers and lecturers, psychologists, pedagogists and all those interested and involved in the research of foreign language learning, teaching and assessment. The complexity of this conglomerate of issues brings about certain controversies, thus interpreting assessment at language for specific purposes courses as mere test-taking and a quantitative interpretation of their results as the main measure of students’ language competence.

However, contemporary teaching practice places the student in the centre of the teaching process (Atkins and Brown, 2002). The world and the labour market have changed due to globalization, which consequently triggered changes in education and educational needs. The concept of education nowadays tends to be pragmatic. Active labour market participants are expected to possess skills, resources and specific knowledge which may help them to adjust to dynamic labour markets and differentiate from the competitors (Graddol, 2006).

Being specific in itself, teaching and learning of LSP at university can respond to challenges only if it constantly allows for the introduction of innovations and responds to the current needs. Reforms encouraged by the adoption of the Bologna Declaration required changes in traditional teaching and examination practices. Curricular reforms have insisted on a more transparent specification of learning outcomes, standards and assessment criteria. It may seem that the whole system brought about advantages in learning, knowledge acquisition and assessment. However, the process of assessment is still largely focused on formal and superficial measuring, not on a deep and qualitative evaluation.

Contemporary teaching and learning processes tend to be student-oriented, but in the centre of the assessment process and the procedure itself is the teacher. Testing and credits collecting is more common than assessing what students can really do and achieve in a foreign language for specific purposes. Students learn to do tests and get marks, not to develop language competence and become aware what they can do with it. In order to make progress in development of their pragmatic competence, students have to be motivated (Sipragic Djokic et al., 2018:884). Assessment of students knowledge and achievements has to be motivating as well, and students’ attention has to be directed towards activities. According to Hutchinson and Waters, ESP is an approach to language teaching in which all decisions as to content and method are based on the learner’s reason for learning (Hutchinson and Waters, 1987:19). In order to help students take responsibilities in the process of assessment too, the teacher and the system should provide conditions which will support that idea.

Curriculum Development of ESP Courses at Higher Education Institutions

What makes LSP courses at university different from LSP courses in other contexts (for example, in-company courses or courses at language schools and institutes) is that generally, the instructor does not have enough autonomy to tailor the course to the needs of each particular learner. Still, the curriculum development process follows the stages of each curriculum cycle, namely:

- Needs analysis – in this case primarily situational analysis
- Defining course objectives
- Defining assessment methods and tools
- Syllabus design
Lesson planning
Course evaluation

Situational Analysis for English Language Courses at Belgrade Banking Academy

The situational analysis conducted for the purpose of this research paper revealed several significant aspects of curriculum development which needed to be taken into account at the planning stage:

- the overall learning objective(s) of a study programme – at the Belgrade Banking Academy – Faculty of Banking, Insurance and Finance, the bachelor study programme is called Economics and Finance. There are two modules: Banking, Insurance and Finance, as well as Finance and Accounting. The overall learning objective of the study programme is to develop students’ critical thinking abilities in order to evaluate the application of modern-day complex methods, techniques and models when making financial business decisions (http://bba.edu.rs).
- English was a mandatory course for all six semesters (three academic years) at the time the research was carried out
- the number of ECTS per course - the value of ECTS points reflects the overall workload of a student in a working week, (Đorović and Janković, 2018:121), as well as the number of teaching hours (lectures and exercises). Each English course carried 4 ECTS points which roughly equals to 5 to 6 hours workload for students per week (a total of 75 to 80 hours including lectures and tutorials). There were four classes per week (3 hours of language instruction in the form of both lectures and tutorials) which allowed for approximately 30 to 40 hours for self-study (for work on course assignments, as well as for studying)
- the expected language level at the completion of bachelor studies is B2 in order to allow students to pursue master academic studies or participate in exchange programmes in institutions under the umbrella of the Bologna process (Vučo, 2018:76)
- number of students per group – primarily large groups (40 + learners, within mixed-level groups)
- availability of teaching material – course book and study material available to students
- the need for continuous assessment during course implementation – as part of the requirements of Bologna declaration the overall course completion mark reflects evaluation of learners’ work during the course implementation stage, as well as the final exam result
- teaching approach – primarily task-based and content-based teaching
- learner needs – one of the overall learner needs in LSP courses at tertiary level would be to develop learner autonomy (students take responsibility for their learning)
- the need for collaborative learning

2.2 Defining Course Objectives

The process of formulating course aims and objectives is widely discussed in literature. Course aims are viewed as general principles guiding a curriculum and objectives are viewed as more specific and concrete description of purposes (Richards, 2001:120). In our case, the aims of the English courses are as follows:

- In the first year of studies the course is designed to facilitate development of the four language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students are encouraged to acquire technical terms and business vocabulary, which enables them to use the
language of their future jobs in the field of banking and finance. Along with the textbook, students work with authentic material which is tailor-made for the purpose of their studies. Through different types of activities students are exposed to situations which simulate their future business needs. They are encouraged to engage in a democratic dialogue developing tolerance for different opinions and attitudes.

- During the second year of studies the English Language Course is designed to enable students to further develop the four language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students are encouraged to communicate and work collaboratively. They work on developing specific soft skills necessary in business presentations, negotiations and conducting and participating in business meetings. Through different types of activities students are exposed to situations which simulate their future business needs.

- In the third year of their studies students attend the English Language Course the main aim of which is to enable them to acquire the language in the specific field of banking, insurance and finance through activities based on authentic materials. Students develop business communication skills and are able to use academic literature in the English language. They deal with a variety of topics, ranging from money, banking, bank products, financial markets, accounting, economic audit, stock exchange, etc.

The learning objectives are the following:

- Upon the completion of the first year of studies students are able to take simple notes and messages, understand simple presentations on familiar business topics, receive incoming phone calls on predictable subjects, as well as understand simple instructions. They can also understand and translate short texts on familiar matters with predictable contents. They can write simple formal e-mails, memos, timetables and simple agendas for the meeting, as well as their own CVs.

- After the course completion at the second year of studies, students are able to take most messages that are likely to be exchanged during the day. They can interpret graphs and charts containing a limited number of items. They can greet visitors and engage in simple introductions and simple small talk. Also they can use words and expressions regarding career, dealing with customers, types of organisations, marketing basics and trends.

- Students can give presentations on a variety of familiar topics and respond spontaneously to questions. They can take part in business interviews. They can understand longer texts on unfamiliar matters if given enough time. They can write simple business reports on predictable contents and familiar topics. They can take part in prepared negotiations on familiar issues. They can handle semi-complex issues on financial matters to the extent of the necessary, purpose-specific background knowledge. They can understand most correspondence and reports of substantial length and formality. They can write longer memos and e-mails, orders and requests as well as complaints on unpredictable and unfamiliar topics.

- After the third year of studies, students can understand complex conversations on business topics. They can speak about and advise on financial matters. They can express their ideas in a logical sequence, taking part in negotiations on unpredictable
business matters stating accurately the arguments supporting and/or opposing the points of view. They can understand long and complex texts expressed in complex language on unpredictable matters in the field of business and finance.

**Defining Assessment Methods and Tools**

In order to satisfy the requirements of the situational needs analysis, the curriculum for English at the Belgrade Banking Academy needed to have a strong assessment frame throughout the course implementation, as well as the final exam.

This research was carried out during the spring semester when students took English 2 (a Business English course at A2 level), English 4 (a Business English Course at B1 level), as well as English 6 (a Business English Course at B2 level). The assessment frame for these courses was the following:

- Listening Comprehension Test taken in the 5th week carrying 35 points maximum
- Grammar and Vocabulary Test taken in the 10th week carrying 35 points maximum
- Portfolio submitted in the 12th week carrying 30 points maximum

**The Role of Portfolio Assessment – Theoretical Framework**

European language portfolio is a personal document which enables language learners to improve their knowledge and enrich their intercultural experiences. It can also be used to present the current level of knowledge of foreign languages in accordance with the levels of knowledge defined by the Council of Europe (CEFR, 2001; ELP, 2006).

Introduction of the language portfolio in the assessment process enables teachers to measure student achievements and capabilities, giving them feedback in the form of a detailed comment which may help students obtain not only a comparable, but a more comprehensive measure of language competence.

According to CEFR (CEFR, 2001:43-49), language portfolio is a complex instrument for the (self-)assessment of language competence, in accordance with the reference level introduced by the Council of Europe and, at the same time, it is a document which provides information on a language learner’s communication competences in a foreign language.

For the purpose of this paper portfolio can be understood as an alternative, innovative way of assessment procedure. It is a process of developing different pieces of writing, self-reflection, correcting and collecting documents. It may also be understood as a step forward from producing a correct and accurate language towards selecting, organising and presenting ideas in order to achieve an effective communication. The test is a final product which cannot be changed and improved. It can be re-taken in the next exam period, but never the same one. On the other hand, documents produced for the portfolio can be reviewed, revisited, changed and improved several times before both a student and a teacher are satisfied with the final version. It encourages students’ self-assessment as well, making it an integral part of the pedagogic process (Kostopoulou, 2008:127-128) that claims to view learners and their needs from a holistic perspective because it satisfies their educational, emotional, psychological and social needs and promotes their self-actualisation.

Since students are treated as important partners in the learning and assessment process, their motivation is enhanced, along with their self-esteem and the sense of responsibility. According to Little (Little, 2009: 224-226), the three most important points of learner autonomy are empowerment, reflection and an appropriate target language use. Language portfolio accommodates all these three principles, since students can reflect on what they did in
a foreign language, they become responsible to do
the tasks in a due time, they have control over the
content of their documents, and, above all, their lin-
guistic competence is promoted because they think
and write in the target language.

The Shift from Test-Based Assessment towards
Performance-Based Assessment

Until the year 2010 traditional assessment
at Belgrade Banking Academy used to be done
through written tests containing reading compre-
hension, grammar and vocabulary and oral exams
which were conducted mainly in the form of a dia-
logue or discussion between a student and a teacher
based on topics offered in the coursebook and deter-
mained by the syllabus. The written exam was elimi-

natory. Both written and oral exams were criteri-
on-referenced and students were given grades on
the scale from 6 to 10 for the pass. The tests (writ-
ten exams) usually lasted 1,5 hours and the oral part
followed 3-5 days after the written exam. (Šipragić
Đokić, S., 2011:308)

The new system of assessment which involved
language portfolio development was first applied
in 2010. The portfolio assessment consists of three
parts: the obligatory part marked with the red label,
the semi-obligatory part marked with the yellow la-
bel and the free task marked with the green label.

At the beginning of the semester students are
explained the concept of the language portfolio and
given instructions in terms of document collection,
selection and development. Students were asked to
prepare folders for the collection of their papers. It is
crucially important to give students concrete, clear
and specific instructions on what they should do
and what they are expected to do for each task (Osc-
carsson, 1997; Weigle, 2002).

The obligatory part marked with the red la-
bel consists of 4 tests students have taken during the
academic year – reading comprehension test, two
grammar and vocabulary tests and listening com-
prehension test.

The semi-obligatory part marked with the
yellow label is the largest part of the portfolio and
it encourages collection, selection and reflection of
papers (Hamp-Lyons and Condon, 2000), which are
the three crucial elements of any portfolio. Students
are given tasks designed by the teacher and a pre-de-

fined time framework in which they are supposed to
finish the tasks. The teacher facilitates the process of
the portfolio development and takes an active part
in monitoring student achievement during the se-

mester. The tasks are designed in accordance with
the syllabus and enable students to learn and show
progress in all language domains and skills such as
listening, reading, speaking and writing, developing
their cognitive, meta-cognitive and pragmatic com-
petences. Students are given immediate feedback
by the teacher according to which they can make
changes and improve their documents. The tasks
themselves are presented in the appendix of this pa-
per.

The free tasks marked with the green label re-
quired students to produce and submit any other
document of their own choice. Students are asked
to explain their choices as a brief introduction to the
task.

Research

The Aim of the Research

The primary aim of this research was to
analyze the effects of this new method of assessment
which, apart from incorporating skills assessment
(reading comprehension and listening comprehen-
sion) as well as grammar and vocabulary tests, in-
cluded developing a language portfolio. We wanted
to check the effects of the final grade students achieved,
depending on whether its formation involved compulsory submission of the portfolio or the stu-
dents passed the exam with successful results with-
out this requirement. The defined research task
was carried out by setting and testing the following hypotheses:
Ho: Preparation and submission of a portfolio as a compulsory part of an exam does not affect the overall success that students achieve

H₁: Development and submission of a portfolio as a compulsory part of an exam affects the overall success that students achieve

Methodology
In order to check the hypotheses, we analyzed the work of two groups of students, an experimental and a control group. The experimental group consisted of a total of 87 students who completed the portfolio assignment prior to the exam (29 students per year). The control group consisted of 87 students who did not submit the portfolio. The results were analyzed with the statistical t-test using SPSS software.

Empirical Research
The first part of the research shows the basic indicators of the descriptive statistics. The values of mean, standard deviation and standard error of the mean for the data on exam results achieved by students who submitted portfolio and those who did not submit portfolio are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pair 1</th>
<th>Exam result with portfolio</th>
<th>25.7816</th>
<th>87</th>
<th>3.34256</th>
<th>.35836</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam result without portfolio</td>
<td>20.4943</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>5.25816</td>
<td>.56373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Paired sample statistics

The next output (Table 2) represents the results of the conducted t-test.

It can be seen from Table 2 that the value of t-statistics is 7.122. This t-value is significant as the p-value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05. Thus, the null hypothesis of equality of average score on exam with or without the submission of the portfolio is rejected, and therefore, it may be concluded that the average score on exam with and without submitting portfolio is not the same. Further, by looking at the values of the students’ score with or without portfolio in Table 1, it can be noted that the average score has increased after including the portfolio. Since the null hypothesis was rejected, it may thus be concluded that the increase in the score on the exam significantly increased due to having portfolio as a part of the exam.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Portfolio Assessment
Language portfolio is a purposeful collection of students papers which encourages students to become more active and more motivated. It shows students’ gradual progress in mastering and developing language competence and raises students’ awareness of their own success and improvement.

| Pair 1 | Exam result with portfolio - Exam result without portfolio | 5.28736 | 6.92469 | .74240 | 3.81150 | 6.76321 | 7.122 | 86 | .000 |

Table 2: Paired t-test for the data on exam results
Assessment based on developing a portfolio is not based on the mere quality of the document as a final product. Its main value is in the process of evaluation of the individual effort and achievement. As such, it is particularly suitable for mixed-ability classes. Since students have a choice, they can apply different learning styles. Being a personalised document, it boosts motivation, enhancing achievement and progress in the long run. Students’ results are not only expressed quantitatively in the form of the final grade, but build up and give a cumulative image which is explained in teacher’s feedback. Expressed not only in quantitative, but also qualitative terms, such feedback gives students more information on their real achievement.

Portfolio assessment has some disadvantages, a few of which will be mentioned here. First of all, it may be time-consuming for students because collecting and selecting documents takes time. Also, it requires constant engagement of the teacher in terms of giving feedback mainly in writing so that students can remedy and improve their documents. Secondly, it should also be taken into consideration that students often resist change no matter what benefits it may bring or they might not work on the portfolio assessment individually. Thirdly, some students consider collection and development of documents as a copy-paste activity or they do not stick to the time framework defined at the beginning of the semester, which should be recognised by the teacher on time.

In spite of the disadvantages, the benefits of portfolio assessment are numerous. Apart from enhancing motivation, it enables students to develop their cognitive, meta-cognitive and pragmatic abilities. Development of the portfolio is not only result-oriented and criterion-referenced (Douglas, 2000) but process-oriented. It encourages learner autonomy and puts students in the centre of the teaching and learning process. It entails the self-assessment components, shifting the assessment process from the control and authority of the teacher to a more learner-centred approach requiring active involvement of students in all pedagogic procedures and enabling them to take a full responsibility for their progress.

Further engagement can be directed towards creating an e-portfolio, which is not a new concept since it was introduced as early as 1990s but still not applied in our institution, as well as developing precise assessment rubrics in order to make this assessment model even more transparent.

**Conclusion**

Assessment in LSP courses at university level is a complex process and has to be determined during the course preparation stage. LSP tertiary courses at BBA allow students 35-40 hours of self-study in order to prepare for tests and exams. This paper investigated the impact of the portfolio assessment conducted during the self-study period. It presented a model of portfolio assessment describing its mandatory and optional elements. It analysed the impact of portfolio preparation on the overall success of students at the final exam and their achievement in English. The paper also pointed out some of the disadvantages of this type of assessment. However, the disadvantages can be viewed as challenges which need to be overcome. Further research would involve the steps of developing an e-portfolio, as well as work on preparing precise assessment rubrics for the tasks.
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Appendix I

Tasks for Portfolio – Yellow Label - First year

1. Choose 5 new words from each unit for your vocabulary journal. Copy the sentence in which your target words appear. For each new word you will need several lines. In the first line write the target word. On the second line copy the sentence in which your target word appears. On the next line, write a definition. State if the target word is a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb. If it is a noun, write both singular and plural forms, if possible. Then write a sentence of your own with the target word.

2. A-Z of you

3. Choose one activity from each unit from the course book, make copies of these activities and describe what you have learnt from these activities, respectively.

4. Find a photo of an unknown person and invent his/her biography.

5. Make a list of the business news you have listened to on the Internet and briefly report on each.

Appendix II

Tasks for Portfolio – Yellow Label - Second year

1. Choose 5 new words from each unit for your vocabulary journal from each unit. Copy the sentence in which your target words appear. For each new word you will need several lines. In the first line write the target word. On the second line copy the sentence in which your target word appears. On the next line, write a definition. State if the target word is a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb. If it is a noun, write both singular and plural forms, if possible. Then write a sentence of your own with the target word.

2. A-Z of your studies

3. Choose one activity from each unit from the course book, make copies of these activities and describe what you have learnt from these activities, respectively.

4. Find templates for the following documents: CV (European type), CV (American type), memo and a business card.

5. Make a list of the business news you have listened to on the Internet and briefly report on each.

Appendix III

Tasks for Portfolio – Yellow Label - Third year

1. Choose 5 of the new words from each unit for your vocabulary journal from each unit. Copy the sentence in which your target words appear. For each new word you will need several lines. In the first line write the target word. On the second line copy the sentence in which your target word appears. On the next line, write a definition. State if the target word is a noun, a verb, an adjective or an adverb. If
it is a noun, write both singular and plural forms, if possible. Then write a sentence of your own with the target word.

2. A-Z of banking

3. Choose one activity from each unit in the course book, make copies of these activities and describe what you have learnt from these activities.

4. Find 3 original banking documents (a bank statement, an order, a note, etc.) and translate them into English. The documents can be downloaded from the Internet or obtained from the high street banks.

5. Imagine that you are a famous journalist who writes for the Finance Daily and you have to make an interview with a famous businessman/businesswoman/a banker/a portfolio manager/a professor of Economics/a commissionaire for securities, etc. Write the whole interview including your questions and his/her answers.
Исјајавање ефеката примене портфолија у оцењивању на курсевима Енглеског језика за банкарство и финансије на универзитетском нивоу

У раду се испитује улога портфолија у оцењивању на курсевима енглеског језика за студената банкарства и финансија. Начин оцењивања у високошколском образовању је сложен процес који се састоји од оцењивања за време наставе и завршног испита. Услед тога, начин оцењивања треба да се осмисли уз припрему курикулума. Заједнички европски оквир за језик дефинише језички портфолио као сложени инструмент за оцењивање језичких компетенција у складу са нивоом знања језика. Језички портфолио за потребе студената банкарства и финансија представља збирку студенских радова и задатака, који, заједно, илуструју напоре студената, њихова постигнућа и успех у савладавању Пословног енглеског језика као обавезног предмета на основним студијама. Израђен језички портфолио је један од појединих прегледа збирке студенских радова и задатака, који се сврставају у портфолију. Оцењујући задатке приложене у портфолију, наставник мери постигнућа и способности студената, не само у формативном смислу, изражавајући бројчану оцену, него и у облику детаљног коментара који студентима даје свеобухватајућу процену њихове језичке способности. За потребе овог истраживања урађена је ситуационата анализа, након које смо дефинисали циљеве и исходе курсева Пословног енглеског језика за банкарство и финансије. Будући да је портфолио документ који показује комуникације и језичке способности у складу са нивоом знања, спровели смо истраживање које је имало за циљ утицај портфолија на њихово учење Енглеског језика. Тестови уређени у портфолију, испитивали смо да ли рад студенти на портфолију добија боље резултате на завршном испуњавању кроз учинак две групе студенти, експерименталне (студенти који су припремали портфолио) и контROLE (студенти који нису припремали). Резултати показале су да резултати портфолија у испиту ја добијају значајни разлике у
кориси експерименталне групе, што значи да су студенти који су учествовали у изради портфолија јосишили боље резултате на завршном испиту. У раду се иакође анализирају предност и недостаци овог јвила оцењивања. Предност оцењивања јоргиполија су јачање ауторомије у учењу језика и мотивације студентиха, као и развој когнитивних, метакогнитивних и прагматичких језичких компетенције. Језички јоргиполио већи је ауторомије и мотивације студентиха, кроз оснаживање, апсолимпшше и адеокватно коришћење језика циља, јер студенти могу да израђују ономе што су урадили на слајду језику, имају одговорност да задаје уређе и ареађу на време, ареузимају концепту на састава теме документа, а, јошре ље, а и њихова језичка компетенција јер они размишљају и језику на језику циља. Оцењивање јоргиполија изискује време и јосвећеност, како студентиха, јако и наставника. Такође, студенти некада не апсолимпшају јеромене јерапоционалној модели оцењивања, не скину да испоштавају рокове, а йошенека јосишији могућности је фицирања. Уочене недостатке треба схватити као нове изазове и равни на њиховом арвизиранању. Курсеви језика са сауке за студентихе банкарства и финансија омоћувају студентиха од арпосе десег је ве чистилесе саји самосамелој рада који арепсивају арпрему за језик и удесне. Даља испоцртавања ми могу да буду усмерена на арпмену е-јоргиполија, као и на изради арпцизних рубрика за оцењивање, иако би овај вищ оцењивања учинило још арпсивенијијим.

Кључне речи: Јословен енглески језик, (само)оцењивање, јоргиполио, универзитетско образовање.